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Wayha 
 

An immersive music video collaboration 
by BÓSA and Axon Genesis 

Wayha is an immersive music video set to the tribal world sounds of 
BÓSA, taking viewers on a fantastic journey following the migratory 

flight of the phoenix. Representing a celebration of rebirth and renewal, 
Wayha is a music-visual exploration of our deep connection with nature 

and the cycles that continuously bring life into the world.  
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Wayha 

MOVIE SIZE RESOLUTION 20-YEAR 
LICENSE 

PRODUCT 
CODE 

SMALL/MEDIUM single channel, smaller than 2000 
pixels $395 AXG3-S 

LARGE/X-LARGE single channel, larger than 2000 
pixels $795 AXG3-L 

SLICED multiple channels,  
pre-sliced $995 AXG3-G 

BÓSA (boss-a) 
 
BÓSA’s future forward, world-
inspired sound is a projection of 
the inner world of Producer, 
multi-instrumentalist and DJ 
Stephan Jacobs. Jacobs channels 
his French-Moroccan / Lebanese 
heritage, and the influences he’s 
absorbed through his decades 
long career as an international 
touring DJ, into a new project 
and sound that’s truly global. 

Axon Genesis 
 
Axon Genesis is the work of 
Stephen Walker, a multi-
disciplinary artist, music 
producer, and software developer 
based in Austin, Texas. With a 
passion for mind-expanding art 
and music, his vision is to use 
cutting-edge technology to create 
innovative art and immersive 
experiences. Leveraging the 
capabilities of Unity game engine, 
Axon Genesis has developed a 
custom animation system with an 
emphasis on music synchro-
nization which is the basis for his 
music videos and published 
fulldome shows. 

Collaborations 
 
Stephan Jacobs (BÓSA) and Stephen Walker (Axon Genesis) have collaborated 
on numerous projects over the years, most notably the music videos Colors of 
the Sun and Behemoth. Axon also designed the BÓSA logo and has created 
cover art for numerous music releases. They are also longtime friends and 
founding members of the hugely popular Producer’s Social music community 
and music production workshop, which hosts monthly meetup events for up-
and-coming producers to support each other and get feedback from other pros 
and respected artists. They hosted monthly Producer's Social meetups in Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, and other cities as far as Bangkok, with multiple 
compilations published and countless events held.  


